**Glazed Brick**
- Impermeable ceramic glazes are resistant to graffiti and abrasion
- Clear or colorless glazes can be applied to traditional brick
- Long-lasting, fade-resistant colors

**Klaycoat Brick**
- Allow water vapor to pass through the face of the brick, making it breathable
- Color and textures create a more natural-looking product
- Klaycoat price point is competitive to traditional brick
- Most Klaycoat colors are manufactured with a complementary body color where applicable

All samples shown are a general depiction of color and texture. Due to printing limitations, color variation may occur. Slight variation can be expected in all Klaycoat brick, contact your Glen-Gery District Sales Manager for information.

**Specifications:**

**Glazed Brick**

**Klaycoat Brick**
- Glen-Gery Klaycoat brick will meet ASTM C 216, Grade SW, Type FBX except that a single stretcher face will have the finished texture and color specified. Brick requiring more than one finished face, such as brick requiring a finished header, must be order separately.

Glen-Gery is an industry leader with more than 30 years of experience in manufacturing glazed and klaycoat brick, and nearly 125 years of traditional brick manufacturing.

Our glazed and klaycoat brick are available in a limitless selection of colors and shades that cannot be achievable by traditional methods of brick manufacturing.
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